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Note: The scheduled field work in the Alpine Kleinsölktal could not be carried out as planned
during the STSM. Access from local authorities (Nature Park) was not granted due to the high
avalanche risk in early April 2015. In agreement with the host Dr. Ronald Pöppl the field site, the
main subject as well as the title of the STMS has been changed.

NEW TITLE:
LARGE WOOD EFFECTS ON INSTREAM SEDIMENT CONNECTIVITY
IN SMALL UPLAND RIVERS (NATIONAL PARK THAYATAL, LOWER
AUSTRIA)
1. INTRODUCTION
Large wood (LW) in rivers alters channel hydraulics and channel morphology.
Channel spanning LW can create dams (Keller & Swanson 1979). Those dams
influence channel form and fluvial processes e.g. sediment transport (Hassan et al.
2005) or at least the coarsest fraction of bed load. LW dams can store sediments and
organic matter in small reservoirs for the lifetime of the damming structure. By
aggrading the river bed due to the existence of in-channel LW, sediment accumulation
can further stabilize the base of the adjacent banks/slopes. The amount sediment that is
stored within the channel by log jams can reach several orders of magnitude (1-1.5 to
100-150 times) of the total annual sediment yield of the basin (Marston 1982, Mehagan
1982, Keller et al. 1995, Andreoli et al. 2007). Contrarily, the breach of LW jams makes
the stored sediments available for fluvial transport, in many cases even creating
sediment pulses. Although the general importance of LW on channel form and
processes is known from the literature, a detailed understanding of LW effects on
instream sediment connectivity is still lacking. Therefore, the main objective of the
STSM was to look for possible study areas and to start mapping of LW structures there
as a base for further analyses together with the host institute in the near future within the
cost action ES1306 and beyond.
2. FIELD WORK
LW was mapped at two channel reaches of the Fugnitz River (Fig. 1) and at one
channel reach of the River Kaja (Fig. 2) close to and in the National Park Thayatal in
Lower Austria.

Fig. 1. LW accumulation in the Fugnitz River (left upper reach, right lower reach,
Photos by David Morche)
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In total, 50 LW accumulations were mapped at the Fugnitz River, 19 at the upper
reach and 31 at the lower one. At the river Kaja 11 LW accumulations were mapped.

Fig. 2. LW accumulation in the Kaja River, axes of the black notebook are 21 *15
cm (Photos by David Morche)
At the River Kaja reach an additional geoelectrical survey was carried out during the
STSM (Fig. 3) in order to quantify the sediment storage of a valley fill.

Fig. 3. Geoelectrical survey of a valley fill at the Kaja River (Photo by David
Morche)
According to the first preliminary data analysis the sediment thickness at the valley
bottom reaches 7-10 m. Some of the valley fills in the region were created by river
blocking man-made dams. Not all of those are still active but the legacy sediment
(James 2013) forms prominent flat landforms in the region (Pöppl et al. in review).
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3. OUTLOOK
Both river channels are influenced by large wood structures. The started LW
mapping will be continued there together with the host institution and will form the
baseline for further investigations on LW recruitment processes, LW mobility and
quantification of sediment storage by LW structures. Some of the valley fills in the
region have been accumulated upstream of man-made dams. Geophysical surveys could
shed light on the quantity of sediment stored there. The investigations will be continued
and fleshed out in cooperation with the National Park Thayatal.
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